Vajradhara in Honored Father—Honored Mother (The Union of Wisdom and
Compassion). (Detail). Sino-Tibetan culture, circa early 19th century. Copper alloy,
gilded, red and black and other colored lacquer. From the collection of Trammell S.
Crow, L2011.64.
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This exhibition of sculptures and textiles is the first presentation
drawn from a collection of tantric art recently acquired by
Trammell S. Crow. It inaugurates a series of presentations and
programs that will unfold over the coming years, exploring the rich
tradition of tantric art made in the Himalayan regions to serve the
practices that developed there as Vajrayana Buddhism (in Sanskrit
Vajra means “indestructible” and yana means “vehicle” or
“path”). The time is ripe. We are two centuries removed from the
early Western fascination with or total rejection of tantra as
titillating erotica or stultifying ritual, and more than fifty years
removed from the crescendo of the hippie exploitation of tantra to

pursue sexual pleasure and free-wheeling states of consciousness,
like those offered by mind-altering drugs. In our time, we have a
highly visible example of Vajrayana Buddhism in action in Tibet’s
spiritual leader, the Dalai Lama, who is accomplished in the most
advanced and subtle practices of tantric Buddhism. Followers
consider him to be warm, precise, unshakable, generous,
courageous, and firmly grounded in reality—its suffering and its
nobility. He offers an invitation to come down to earth. Tantric
practices were first designated as distinct from those of other
paths by extensive use of mantra. Vajrayana was sometimes
labeled Mantrayana. Mantra (Sanskrit for “protection”) is the
repeated vocalization of designated sounds in order to protect the
mind from its ordinary ego-serving pathways and dedicate
awareness to its original nature. Tantric practices, unlike other
Buddhist vehicles, explicitly use the body as the path. Visualization
makes use of the power of sight to bring the outside in and the
inside out, to dissolve the boundary of our body. Breath control,
gestures (mudras), and positions of the body (yogic asanas) are
tools to stimulate and direct the flow of energy, along with
extensive ritual performances ordering and purifying space and
summoning and dispelling energies. On images such as those seen
here, as well as in paintings, drawings, and ritual tools, a holder of
knowledge maps instructions for practice. Each part of the image is
a reminder of practice; art and ritual are memory palaces of
teachings. The effects of these practices are currently of great
interest to neuroscientists who are investigating how we make our
conscious world. Tantric practice observably changes patterns and
places of activity in our brain, laying down new neural networks
and reviving discarded pathways. They work with organs and
channels in the body that control temperature, mood, circulation,
growth, decay, and energy—all of great interest to modern
science. And to those who realize the fruits of these practices,
they expose a plenum of what is, free from delusions of ego-bound
strivings, devoid of binding categories of self-reinforcing thought—
vivid beyond our dreams and infinite in compassionate
possibilities. This reality is held to be already here, inherent in all
existence—its Buddha-nature—and available if we awaken to
it. The art you will see in this exhibition was made to support
Tantric practice. It is not art made for art’s sake. Nor are the
figures representations of deities with any independent existence.
They are empty forms. Some are peaceful, some semi-ferocious,
and some fierce. All are compassionate.

